Anti Hail

DURAPOLS® AGRO

Anti Hail Netting / Leno Fabric / Anti Birds/ Anti Pollination

Overview
DURAPOLS® Agro Anti Hail is the reference agrotextile for
fruit crops protection, mainly against hail or hailstone, for crops
such as table grapes, apple trees, persimmon and a growing
number of fruit species. It can be used to provide sun protection in order to control evapotranspiration and insolation, ,
and therefore to handle better big temperatures changes. This
involves getting more and better harvests as well as relevant
irrigation water savings.
Likewise it is used to provide birds protection or insulation against lepidoptera (carpocapsa).For citrus
farming is used as a cost-effective anti cross pollination, by covering directly every single row of an
intense fruit orchard. It is a pretty versatile and light material whose usage is increasingly in open field
agriculture with big size tailored rolls to provide wind, hail and birds protection.

What else

High UV stability

Superior fruit quality

Stop
cross pollination

Windbreak protection

Lower evapotranspiration. Water saving

Sunshade protection

Light diffusion

Tearing resistance

Anti Carpocapsa

Recyclable material

Anti BIRDS

Other details
The type of fabric is “LENO”, and
due to its particular construction
it offers an excellent tearing resistance despite its light weight
DURAPOLS® Agro Anti Hail offers
two possibilities mainly:
» AntiHail 2,6x3
» AntiHail 5x4
Different configurations of central and lateral reinforcements are
available depending on the Antihail Protection System.
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Color Range

Sizes

5,20m

For other different color, please ask the Sales Department. Combination of colors either in warp or weft
available in order to the get the appropiate tone and
shading rate desired.

Standard rolls from 2,00 m up to 5,20 m.
Standard lengths: 100 m, up to 1000 m (jumbo).
Tailored-made rolls available over 5 meters
made up with Sewing Line Machine for Big jumbo wich allows a good finishing for the rolls.

2,00m

Transparent, Grey, Black, Green, White , etc.

100m

1000m

Packaging
Standard jumbo rolls jumbo estándar and customized rolls (less than 500 Linear Meters): Cardboard
cores, retractable stretch film and adhesive tracking labels (bar codes).
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
Jumbo rolls loaded directly into trucks or containers.
Standard rolls palletized.

ºº

PALLETISATION:
>STANDARD ROLLS(JUMBO):
WIDTHS: Up to 5,20 m
LENGTHS: 500-700-1000 LM
No pallets. Non folded rolls

>CUSTOMIZED ROLLS:
(LESS THAN 500 LM)
Widths: From 1,50 to 2,90 m
Widths: Over 3,00 m

(non-folded)

(folded)

BIG JUMBO ROLLS ARE NOT PLACED ON PALETS, EXCEPT FOR DOMESTIC DELIVERIES
(FOR A LOW NUMBER OF ROLLS)
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